New Book – Curiosity of Life: Poetry
to Wander About
FREDERICK, MD (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — PublishAmerica is proud to announce
that it has acquired the rights to publish “Curiosity of Life: Poetry to
Wander About” (ISBN 1-4241-2144-2) by Brooklyn’s Amy Frost. Executive
Director Miranda Prather expressed confidence today that Ms. Frost’s book
will quickly resonate with an audience.

“‘Curiosi
ty of Life: Poetry to Wander About’ is a well written and crafted work of
contemporary fiction that fits our specialty like a glove,” said Prather.
“PublishAmerica primarily publishes works by, for or about people who face a
challenge in life, and who overcome it by turning stumbling blocks into
stepping stones.”
“We believe that Ms. Frost is a promising talent in this field.”
About PublishAmerica
PublishAmerica is the home of 17,000 talented authors. PublishAmerica is a
traditional publishing company whose primary goal is to encourage and promote
the works of new, previously undiscovered writers. Like more mainstream
publishers, PublishAmerica pays its authors advances and royalties, makes its
books available in both the United States and Europe through all bookstores,
and never charges any fees for its services.

PublishAmerica offers a distinctly personal, supportive alternative to vanity
presses and less accessible publishers.

Author
Bio
Amy Frost is a person with creativity. She has always been curious of life
and what living had to offer. She has always seen the way people lived and
wondered a lot about why we have been brought in this world. What is the
purpose of life?
She is a graduate from York College with a Bachelor of Science in information
systems management. She likes to read, write, learn new software and design
web sites. Apart from this, she likes meeting new people and learning about
their heritage, likes and dislikes.
From viewing the poems, you can see that the poetry she writes pertains to
everyday life and how people have questions about many things. They go
through so much and don’t have an answer as to why. I hope these poems have
touch your life, and that you wander from here to there curious in every
direction trying to find an answer.
*(Photo Caption: Amy Frost.)
More about Amy Frost: www.publishedauthors.net/amyfrost/
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